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Motivation
A clear picture of the competitive market structure is essential for the development of solid marketing strategies. An understanding of consumer response to marketing activities and the impact of marketing instruments are especially important (Cooper 1988) . Therefore, store-tracking data in which this information is integrated is a valuable resource for brand managers.
However, some points must be noted for the analysis of market structure: First, the analysis of marketing mix variables is intrinsically tied to problems with non-symmetric effects of marketing activities across brands. Thus, the impact of a company's marketing activity can differ across the brands; and if two companies are in the same strategic group a similar effect on them is more assumable. Second, in real competitive markets, dynamic effects across time often exist. Therefore, it is possible that the balance of power within the market can change from one time segment to another, and a static analysis of the market is not very appropriate to describe such markets (Baird et al. 1988) . Finally, reaction to brand activities is usually not equal for all consumers and hence consumer heterogeneity should be considered within a market structure analysis because of its significance (Kamakura and Russell 1989; Wedel et al. 1999) .
The goal of a market structure analysis is to detect the interrelationships between different market brands and to evaluate their strengths and weaknesses (Elrod et al. 2002) . Elasticities serve as a measure of competition within a market, and various analytical tools have been developed to analyze market structure based on elasticity matrices (Cooper and Klapper 1996; Elrod et al. 2002; Hildebrandt and Klapper 2001; Kamakura and Russell 1989; Klapper 1998 ). The elasticity matrices over time give insights into competitive strengths and weaknesses, reflect the asymmetries within the market and describe market structure changes over time. Therefore, an analysis of elasticity is critical to understanding competitive effects within a market. Elasticity matrices for different time periods constitute a multi-dimensional data array of the market structure. To get a realistic view of the market, all dimensions and the interaction effects of the complex data array should be analyzed simultaneously. Therefore, specific data-reduction procedures have been developed (Kroonenberg 1983; Smilde et al. 2004) . Here, the Tucker3 model from Tucker (1966) is one of the most general approaches and has been applied very often in chemometrics (Smilde et al. 2004) , psychometrics (Hofstee et al. 1997 ) and econometrics (Cooper and Klapper 1996; Hildebrandt and Klapper 2001) . Cooper (1988) was one of the first researchers to use multi-mode data reduction procedures to visualize market structure based on elasticity matrices. By means of the CCHM-Model, he calculated the elasticity matrices for all time periods based on aggregated retail data which were visualized by the Tucker3 approach for every week. Hildebrandt and Klapper (2001) have also used elasticity matrices for the visualization of market structure and further integrated prior knowledge of promotion activities into the estimation of the competitive situation. Both approaches used aggregated data for the visualization of the market structure. In the case of individual choice data, the data has to be aggregated, and consumer heterogeneity cannot be taken into account.
Furthermore, no characteristic competitive market situations for specific time segments were estimated where a dynamic changeover of the market power from one competitive situation to another can be visualized. Therefore, in this paper, a method of visualizing competitive market structures based on individual consumer choice data is presented. For this, I combine choice models based on mixed logit models with approaches of three-mode principal component analysis. The core matrix of the threedimensional data cube of elasticities over time can be unfolded to a competitive market structure map, and it is possible to quantify and visualize the clout and the receptivity of the brands over time. Furthermore, characteristic competitive market situations are identified, which illustrate the dynamic changeover of the market power.
Elasticity Estimation as Key for the Market Interrelationships
For the description of competitive market structure, two concepts have acquired a significant role (Cooper 1988 ; Kamakura and Russell 1989): The clout (Clo i ) and the receptivity (Rec i ) of a brand.
Both concepts can be calculated based on the row or column elements of the elasticity matrix as where η ij is the price elasticity of brand j on the sales of brand i. Receptivity reflects the degree to which a brand is influenced by marketing activities, whereas clout indicates how a brand exerts influences on the sales of the competing brands.
The meaning of receptivity is close to the concept of brand vulnerability where the diagonal element is excluded. Thus, receptivity reflects also the influence of own marketing instruments on one´s own sale. Further clout is often associated with brand strength. But high clout can also be induced by a price sensitivity of the consumer; thus brands with high clouts are not so independent in setting their price. Both receptivity and clout are central for the description of the competitive relationship and will therefore be utilized in our visualization approach.
For the analysis of disaggregated data choice models, multinomial logit models have especially gained a major role in consumer choice analysis. In this study, I use a mixed logit approach based on the finite mixture logit model. The model estimates the choice probability using a discrete mixed distribution with a maximum likelihood approach. The specification is documented by Kamakura and Russell (1989) . They have also shown that the elasticities of the entire model can also be estimated based on the discrete mixture distribution, where s indicates the specific part of the mixture distribution and π s is its share on the entire distribution. β s is the estimated effect coefficient and P si is the choice probability for brand i given s. In the following, the fundamentals of the three-mode principal component analysis are briefly described, and an estimation approach for the Tucker3 model is presented. Further information about multi-mode data approaches can be obtained by Kroonenberg (1983) or Smilde, Bro & Geladi (2004) . The basis of three-mode principal component analysis is a three-dimensional (I×J×K)-data array X, where every dimension is related to one mode (i.e. mode A, B, and C).
Ledyard R. Tucker (1966) was the first to develop a model to analyze three-mode data arrays by integrating the cross-mode interaction effects. The Tucker3 model is a very general specification for data analysis and covers several other models (e.g. PCA, SVD, WPCA, Tucker2, PARAFAC). The major idea of this model is to conduct PCA on the mode level simultaneously, while the relationships between the modes remain in a core matrix. The data is composed on every mode level to specific components which are described by factor-loading matrices A, B, and C as well as a core matrix G of the component interrelationships (G is specified here as a (P×Q×R)-data array).
Following the Tucker3 model, the three-dimensional data array X can be decomposed in the subsequent form using the slide notation of X as (I×J)-matrix. By means of the unfolded form of X as (I×J·K)-matrix and the kronecker product ⊗, it is possible to express the relationships in a more condensed form.
where G r and E r are the r-th slide of the core matrix G and the residual matrix E. The solution of the Tucker3 model is in general not unique. If A, B, and C are orthonormal and transformed by orthonormal matrices O, P, and Q, then a counter-rotation of the core matrix G exists to neutralize this.
Therefore, rotation procedures for factor structure simplification (e.g. Varimax or Oblimin) can also be applied and used for a better interpretation of the solution.
Estimation of the Tucker3 model
To determine the solution of the Tucker3 model, the residual matrix E has to be minimized. One of the most prominent approaches is the Alternating Least Square Approach (TuckALS3) of Kroonenberg and de Leeuw (1980) . The optimization problem can be specified as follows:
If the mode matrices A, B, and C are restricted to be orthonormal, the core matrix G can be calculated based on A, B, C and X (i.e. G = A'X(C⊗B)) and only a solution for A, B, and C must be found. Further, it can be shown that A is an eigenvector matrix of the following specific SVD:
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The TuckALS3-algorithm starts with three arbitrary orthonormal initial matrices of A, B, and C and estimates alternating updates of each mode matrix based on the other and the data array X until an exit criteria is reached (e.g. square sum of residuals). Kroonenberg showed that the algorithm converged if A, B, and C are orthonormal (Kroonenberg 1983 ). Andersson and Bro (1998) showed that for the estimation of the eigenvector matrices within the TuckALS3-algorithm, the Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares (NIPALS)-algorithm is one of the most efficient approaches.
Restrictions on the matrices can be implemented if the restricted parameters are recovered to their initial values after each updating iteration (Hildebrandt and Klapper 2001) .
Visualization of the Tucker3 model
The interpretation of the core matrix can become quite complicated. One possibility for the interpretation is to visualize the core matrix by means of joint plots (Kroonenberg 1983) . For this, the product of the core matrix slides G r and the two mode matrices A and B (defined as the inner product matrix IP r of the r-th component of C) can be decomposed into two equally sized matrices by means of SVD of the core matrix slides G r , in the following form angle between them is low and both elements are relatively far away from the origin. The inner product matrices can be used to estimate idealized slides of X and it is later used to estimate idealized elasticities for specific competitive situations. To estimate the idealized slides, the inner product matrices were weighted by the factor loadings of predefined characteristic weeks. households over a period of 52 weeks. The market is dominated by eight brands which comprise 72% of the total market. In the following, these brands are referred to as Brand 1 to Brand 8 for confidentiality reasons.
The marketing activities considered are price, display and feature of every competitor per week.
The paid price, the use of displays and features were explicitly reported in the raw data for the specific chosen brand. The marketing instruments of the competition are calculated based on the weekly mean values. To avoid multi-colinearity problems, a new variable "promotion" is introduced which indicates the joint use of display and feature for a brand. Accordingly, "display"
and "feature" indicate only the exclusive use of a display or a feature. Table 1 shows the market shares, the mean price, the number of promotion, display, and feature weeks of the eight brands over the complete period of time. Because features are seldom used exclusively, I only consider price, promotion and display in the further analysis. 
Brand 1 Brand 2 Brand 3 Brand 4 Brand

Estimation of elasticity over time
For the estimation of the price-elasticities, a mixed logit approach based on the finite mixture logit model is used (Train 2003) . The underlying choice model is based on a random utility model, where the choice utility (U) of the brand i for customer n is specified as follows where s indicates the index of the mixture distribution and ε i is the extreme value distributed residual term of the utility. Furthermore, a brand-specific constant α i is estimated for every brand.
Based on this, the maximum likelihood estimator of the finite mixture logit approach is specified and the estimation is done for every week separately. Thus, time interdependencies of the purchases were kept in the result of these estimations and were analyzed later by the tucker model. The price elasticities per week were estimated by the approach of Kamakura and Russell (1989) .
Price-elasticity effects in a real market vary extremely over time if they are calculated on short periods. This can be caused by short-term context effects that are not integrated into the model (e.g.
promotion that is not reported, income effects at the end of the month). Because I am interested in the major development of the market structure, such short-term effects can be interpreted as noise.
To avoid an over-fitting of the elasticities on such short-term effects, I integrate the adjacent weeks in the parameter estimation per week. This procedure will smooth the estimation in the sense of moving average (Hamilton 1999) . If the focus of the analysis would be the description of a predefined specific market scenario, such an approach is not recommendable. For this, Hildebrandt and Klapper (2001) have shown an approach where a predefined market situation can be integrated into the estimation of a constrained Tucker3 model.
Because the sample size of the dataset per week is relatively small (132 purchases per week on average), the heterogeneity of the dataset is considered by a two segment finite mixture distribution and no store dummy variables were integrated into the model. A more sophisticated model may fit the data better, but the stability of the estimation for every week cannot be ensured. Further, I
expected the purchase decisions of one household per week to be independent, because purchase incidents of the underlining product usually do not happen more than once per week. As a result of the choice model, I got a three-mode data array consisting of price-elasticities of all brands for every week.
Estimation of the Tucker3 model
For the calculation of the Tucker3 model I applied the TuckALS3-algorithm proposed by Kroonenberg and de Leew (1980) . For the initial solution of the algorithm, random matrices for A, B and C are used and the NIPALS-Algorithm applied for the SVD within each iteration,. The estimation of the Tucker3 model mainly relies on the N-way toolbox developed by Andresson and
Bro (2000) for the Matlab software environment.
To detect the right mode configuration, different configurations from (1×1×1) until (5×5×9) were estimated and compared by the marginal increase of explained variance. The last high increase of variance is contributed by the (5×5×3)-configuration and the explained variance for this is total 92%. The stability of the solution was tested by a split half-method. The correlation between the different parameter estimation was .98. Furthermore, the residual plot of the three-mode data array was observed and shows in total a good fit of the solution with the original data. No characteristic pattern could be detected. To ensure a better interpretation of the results, I applied VARIMAX-Rotation and further orthonormal transformation to the mode matrices A, B, and C. The mode A indicates the receptivity and mode B the clout of the different brands. Mode C represents a time mode consisting of 52
weeks. The resulting factor loading matrices for A and B are shown in Table 4 . The loadings of the three components of C are illustrated in Figure 1 .
The time mode C is decomposed into three components. It can be clearly seen that the components split the 52 weeks in three major parts (weeks 6-20 C1; weeks 20-33 C2; 33-52 C3). The most part of the variance is explained by the last component C3. The relations between the different modes are represented by the core matrix which is shown in Table 5 (unfolded form). C2, C7, R2 and R7 are all close to zero and were eliminated to clarify the picture. 
Graphical illustration of the core matrix
Summary
This paper presents a method for visualizing competitive market structures based on consumer choice behavior affected by different marketing activities. For this, a combination of consumer choice models with approaches of n-way data analysis is used. The approach significantly reduces the complexity of competitive relations in the data and obtains interaction effects between the different dimensions simultaneously. Furthermore, elasticity changes between specific time components can be visualized over time and asymmetries between the brands are considered.
Our methodology used scanner panel data which is becoming more and more available for companies. Even small and medium-sized enterprise can today participate from this information at lower rates. Even though today store-tracking data are easy to achieve, managers who are responsible for planning are mostly overstrained by vast amounts of data. With this approach I have shown an easy way to reduce this amount of information into a compact form from which deep managerial implications can be derived. It allows the detection of relative power of different brands for specific time components.
Furthermore, interaction effects between the brands can be visualized and specific groups of competition can be identified. The methodology presented is also able to quantify and visualize the clout and receptivity or vulnerability between brands. By means of this, potential threats and own weaknesses can be noticed at an early stage.
The application has been focused on price promotion, but also other marketing instruments can be taken as a basis for the visualization. Hence, the method can give managerial guidance for holistic promotional planning. Thus, the relevant competitors can be detected, where the price competition is important, while other competitive groups can be identified if considering a display campaign.
